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Background

The Cola war is at its peak.  Continuous offensive strikes on both sides are wearing 
everybody down.  Subversive plots and assassinations are indicative of what is below the 
surface as the battle for supremacy rages.  Desperate for a decisive edge, SHC locates the 
Navey’s expendable crewmember and sends him forth on a highly risky 5-year mission.

Mission Objectives

1. Identify one of General Yin Yang’s senior henchmenwomenpeople (code 
name:  Duckface) and establish a close relationship.

2. Blend in and gain the confidence of Duckface and gather intelligence 
regarding fleet strength, deployment, tactics, strategic plans, shoe size, and 
movements.  (use intimacy if necessary)

3. Identify and provide intelligence regarding enemy agents.
4. If possible, gain control of Pep** assets and put them to use in support of the 

Empire.

Mission Parameters:

Insertion date:  15 May 1999
Targeted extraction date:  15 May 2004

• Do not compromise your true identity.
• Submit properly formatted reports every hour on the hour.
• Do not reveal any classified information to Duckface.

 



 Questions

1. Why were you so far behind the target date for extraction?

2. What went wrong that required us to send in Agent Baird to rescue you?

3. What is the status of the USS Blistex?

4. (if the Blistex was lost, sunk, or decommissioned) Describe what happened to 
it? Were there any codes, or classified weaponry aboard that are now 
compromised?

5. How exactly did you “get close” to Duckface?

6. You failed to check in on an hourly basis as instructed…..that means that you 
have 65,700 reports overdue.  Why?  And when can we expect to see those 
reports?

7. What is your favourite colour?  (when he answers, whatever he answers, 
Kathy should look it up and shake her head)

8. Can you feel your IQ dropping with each question we ask you?

9. Why do you think that is?

10. Your mission required you to be intimate with Duckface.  However, over 
time, did you begin to actually enjoy it?

11. (if yes) Do you feel that compromised your judgement and your ability to 
complete your mission.

12. At what point did you realize you were no longer human?

13. In order to maintain your cover, was it necessary to consume Pepsi?

14. (if yes) Did you undergo decontamination procedures as outlined in Navel 
Irregulations Chapter 17, Section 5, Subsection 4.3.8, para 2, items 4 through 
27987?

15. (if yes) Did you retain the appropriate documentation, signed off by a duly 
appointed Navel Decon specialist and cross-checked by a Maroon Corps 
generalist?

16. Was this documentation stored in a Navey-approved, tamper-and-tampon 
proof receptacle?



17. Clearly this isn’t getting us anywhere…..why don’t you just describe for us, in 
your own words, in detail, exactly what happened from the moment of 
insertion in ’99 until now.  Take your time, we have about 8 minutes.

18. The last thing we need you to do is to look at some slides that we have and tell 
us if you can identify anybody in any of the pictures.  We’ll start with the ten 
photos that you managed to send to us.  You should be able to tell us who they 
are.

Wall promoted to Lieutenant (JG) and award the Make George Cross (X) in accordance 
with Navel Directive 246-236-6420/Q (AKA “The King can do what he wants”)

Wall reduced to Ensign based on his abject failure in this mission.  Letters put on file.

Baird commissioned to Lt(JG), posted to SMART ASS.
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